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Background

The basis of this study is a survey of over 830 New 
Zealand place names, plus six relevant tribal and canoe 
names, whose cognates occur elsewhere in the Pacific. 
Previously, a Pacific-wide study of Polynesian place 
names was conducted by Koskinen (1963, 1973); 
however, its approach was purely statistical with a 
different focus: to establish a cultural sequence across 
the whole region. While his own survey identified 989 
New Zealand place names shared elsewhere, his list 
was unfortunately never published. His tallies of New 
Zealand place names found on the Society, Cook and 
Marquesas Islands are very similar to those found in the 
present study, but the number of New Zealand names 

shared with the Tuamotus was found to be significantly 
higher than those identified by Koskinen (1963). 

Methods

Place names were collected over several years from 
conventional maps, nautical charts, ethnographies and 
(in the case of larger islands) from published place 
name lists, and matched with the aid of established 
regional phoneme correspondences against New 
Zealand place names recorded in the Heinemann New 
Zealand Atlas, local topographical maps, gazetteers, 
and names of marae and pā sites.1 

Place names shared between New Zealand and elsewhere in the Pacific can be used to infer spheres of pre-European 
Māori contact, a fact used by Best (1917) to support a theory that the ancestors of Māori had sailed as a fleet from 
a single origin in the Society Islands. The present article is the third in a series that sets out the results of a more 
open-minded study that surveys shared place names across a wider region. The first two drew attention to the 
surprisingly high incidence of New Zealand Māori place names shared with southern islands along the Tropic of 
Capricorn (Crowe 2012), and with the Hawaiian Islands (Crowe 2013). This third article shows how toponyms on 
several islands in Central East Polynesia manifest similarly strong links to New Zealand, pinpointing the islands 
on which the strongest links occur. The relevant names are listed by archipelago. Their incidence is also analyzed 
in the context of other evidence pertaining to contact between each island group and New Zealand, confirming an 
association not only with the Society, Southern Cook and Austral Islands, but also with three neglected regions, 
namely the Tuāmotu Archipelago, the Northern Cook Islands and Rapa Iti (Bass Islands).

Los nombres de lugares que existen entre Nueva Zelandia y otros sitios del Pacífico pueden ser utilizados para 
inferir los contactos pre-europeos de los Māori, hecho que fue utilizado por Best (1917) en apoyo a la teoría de que 
los ancestros de los Māori habían navegado como una flota a partir de un único origen en las Islas de la Sociedad. 
Este artículo es el tercero de una serie que expone los resultados de un estudio con una mentalidad más abierta, que 
encuesta los nombres de lugares a través de una región más amplia. Los primeros dos artículos llaman la atención 
de la sorpresivamente alta incidencia de nombres de sitios Māori-Nuevo Zelandés compartidos con las islas del sur 
a lo largo del Trópico de Capricornio (Crowe 2012) y con las Islas Hawaianas (Crowe 2013). Este tercer artículo 
muestra cómo los topónimos de varias islas de Polinesia central del este manifiestan similares fuertes enlaces con 
Nueva Zelandia, señalando con precisión las islas con las que se dan los enlaces más sólidos. Los nombres más 
relevantes están listados por archipiélago. Su incidencia también es analizada en el contexto de otra evidencia 
relacionada con el contacto entre cada grupo de islas y Nueva Zelandia, confirmando así una asociación no solo 
con las Islas de la Sociedad, Cook del Sur e Islas Australes, sino también con tres regiones descuidados que son el 
Archipiélago de las Tuāmotu, las Cook del Norte y Rapa Iti (Islas Bass).
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A Simple Comparison 

Descriptive Names

Given the higher likelihood of descriptive names being 
coined independently and hence a tendency for such 
names to recur, names that occur beyond New Zealand 
more than once were removed before running the 
comparisons again. Here, the results of the comparison 
were found to be practically identical. 

Shared Place Names by Island Size

There is naturally a higher likelihood of finding shared 
names on larger islands (where more toponyms overall 
are likely to be found), so the density at which the shared 
names occur for each archipelago was also compared 
island by island. (Shared place names divided by the 
total land area of each island/atoll).

Cook Islands (Southern)
With regard to the settlement of New Zealand, the 
Southern Cook Islands occupy a strategic position, 
lying en route to it from much of tropical East 
Polynesia. This is consistent with strong links identified 
by linguist Bruce Biggs (1994) between the languages 
of the Southern Cook Islands and New Zealand 
Māori, and with the conclusion of tribal historian Sir 
Apirana Ngata (1950) and others (e.g., Walter 1994) 
that the Southern Cooks played a significant role in 

Table 1. Archipelagos listed according to where the shared 
toponyms were found. (Bracketed figures represent scores 
recorded by Koskinen (1963). Where a name occurs on more 
than one island in an archipelago, duplicates are included). In 
this simple comparison, the archipelago that stands out in this 
central region is the Society Islands.

Table 3. Shared names in proportion to land area (grouped 
according to archipelago).

Table 2. Cognates of New Zealand place names – with 
repeated names removed.
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the settlement of New Zealand. That these islands 
(along with the Society Islands) served as an East 
Polynesian homeland of Māori is supported by an 
analysis of humanly-transported Pacific rat (Rattus 
exulans) mtDNA (Matisoo-Smith et al. 1998). In this 
archipelago, the highest number of place names shared 
with New Zealand occur on Rarotonga; however, in 
proportion to land area, the highest density occurs on 
the atoll-island of Aitutaki.

Cook Islands (Northern)
The Northern Cooks are distinguishable from the 
Southern Cooks not only geographically, but also by 
culture and language, with a strong West Polynesian 
influence evident in Pukapuka, which served as a 
prehistoric gateway from East Polynesia to islands in 
Sāmoa and Tonga (Di Piazza & Pearthree 2007). For 
this northern group, the overall score of names shared 
with New Zealand was 43; assessed in proportion to 
land area, the score on all four northern atolls is more 
than double that for Rarotonga. This is consistent 
with “closer affinities [in the language of Rakahanga 
and Manihiki] with Māori, than with the dialects of 
Tongareva, Tahiti, and the [Southern] Cook Islands” 
found by Te Rangi Hīroa (Buck 1932). Historians 
seldom explicitly include the Northern Cook Islands as 
an origin of New Zealand Māori, yet former voyaging 
routes (mentioned above), high populations on these 
atolls,2 shared place names, and language are all 
consistent with them having indeed played a role in the 
settlement of New Zealand.

Society Islands 
In 1917, Elsdon Best drew attention to the high 
number of New Zealand place names shared with 
the twin islands of Ra‘iātea and Taha‘a and also to a 
very specific link to the northern South Island of New 
Zealand. Te Kai-Whakaruaki is a hero from Arahura 
who helps slay a mythical monster (taniwha) devouring 
travelers heading to Tākaka and Motueka. On Taha‘a 
and Ra‘iātea, the story and local forms of these three 
place names recur together – as Motue‘a, Ta‘a‘a and 
Ara‘ura – along with the dreaded ‘Ai-fa‘a-rua‘i (Best 
1917; Davis et al. 1990). 

Two minor gods are also shared only between the 
Society Islands and New Zealand. Rau‘ata-Ura, a forest 
goddess here, is known in New Zealand as Raukatauri, 
and Tamatea, a fire god in the Society Islands, is 
remembered in New Zealand as both a fire god and an 
ancestor who marked the landscape with fire (Orbell 
1995). Since the 1960s, there has been a consensus 
among archaeologists that this archipelago indeed 
constitutes a major source for the immediate ancestors 
of Māori (Emory & Sinoto 1964; Sinoto 1983). An 
East Polynesian homeland of Māori in these islands is 
also consistent with an analysis of mtDNA from the 

humanly-transported Pacific rat (Matisoo-Smith et al. 
1998), and with the latest review of radiocarbon dating 
evidence (Wilmshurst et al. 2011; Mulrooney et al. 
2011) pointing to the Society Islands as the first islands 
in East Polynesia to be settled.3 

In the present survey of place names shared with 
New Zealand, high scores for the Society Islands are 
consistent with this region serving as one of the sources 
of ancestors of New Zealand Māori. The highest tally 
is found on Tahiti; however, in proportion to land area, 
the highest place name density occurs on Borabora – 
more than double that calculated for the twin islands of 
Taha‘a and Ra‘iātea. 

Austral Islands and Bass Islands (Rapa Iti) 
A role by these islands in the settlement of New 
Zealand has been proposed by archaeologists since 
the 1980s.4 Given the known voyaging links with 
the Society Islands to the north and westward to the 
Southern Cook Islands, this is unsurprising. The 
former is evident in strong linguistic and cultural 
affinities and in directions given by Society Island 
navigator Tupa‘ia to Cook from Meheti‘a (Society Is.) 
to Tupua‘i (Tubuai) (Di Piazza & Pearthree 2007) and 
with local tradition referring to voyages by Tute of 
Rurutu (Austral Is.) throughout the Society Islands, 
Tuamotus and to Mangareva (Taonui 2006:46). Inter-
archipelago contact is evident here also from genetic 
research into a tiny endemic Pacific Island tree 
snail. This snail occurs naturally only on the island 
of Tahiti, where shells can be either white or dark 
brown; Polynesians selected white shells for making 
necklaces, taking live snails by canoe to establish 
local populations elsewhere. Analyses of local 
lineages of genotyped DNA reveal that populations 
were transported from Tahiti to all four inhabited 
islands of the Australs (Lee et al. 2007). Also, 
linguistic borrowings from Tahiti were identified on 
Ra‘ivavae (Austral Is.) by Zamponi (1996). Contact 
with the Southern Cooks is evident in shared nature 
vocabulary5 and place names (Koskinen 1963:26), 
while contact with the Tuamotus is known from one 
basalt adze head found on Aratika (NW Tuamotus) 
whose source quarry could be geochemically traced 
back to Rurutu, with another on Takaroa traceable to 
a source on Rapa Iti (Collerson & Weisler 2007). All 
this places the Austral Islands firmly in the Society 
Island/Cook Island interaction sphere. 

This is consistent with the high number of New 
Zealand place names found on these islands. (Relevant 
names are covered in Crowe 2012, so are not listed 
again here.) Totals were 21 for Rapa Iti, 9 for Rurutu, 
7 for Tupua‘i, 6 for Ra‘ivavae, and 3 for Rimatara. In 
terms of density of shared names, the highest score was 
for Rapa Iti, consistent with this island having been in 
prehistoric contact with New Zealand. 
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Tuāmotu Archipelago
The area over which the Tuāmotu Archipelago extends 
is roughly equivalent to that of Western Europe, with 
78 atolls sufficiently close to one another that sailing 
through this archipelago without encountering local 
land-finding birds or disturbances to the ocean swell 
indicating land is almost impossible (Lewis 1972). 
This qualifies the Tuamotus as the largest navigational 
target in all of Polynesia, and the largest chain of atolls 
in the world. To traditional navigators, such a readily 
locatable target would have served as a strategic 
crossroads for inter-archipelago voyaging to and from 
almost all of East Polynesia. This potentially includes 
navigators from New Zealand, for whom one logical 
route of return to the tropics would involve leaving at a 
southerly latitude on prevailing westerly winds, before 
turning north to aim for this target (Irwin 1992).

Geochemically-tested stone adze heads from here 
reveal that basalt used in the northern Tuamotuan atolls 
was prehistorically imported from not only the Society 
Islands, Pitcairn Island, Rurutu (Austral Is.) and Rapa 
Iti (Bass Is.), but also distant Kaho‘olawe (Hawaiian 
Is.) (Collerson & Weisler 2007).6 The high number 
of place names shared between the Tuamotus and the 
Cook Islands is noted by Koskinen (1963:26).

These atolls are included, along with the Society, 
Cook and Austral Islands, by archaeologist Nigel 
Prickett (2001:19), as a possible point of departure for 
canoes sailing to New Zealand, and this is consistent 
with links in their mythology. Marakihau, a mermaid-
like demon on the Tuamotus, human above the waist, 
fish-like below with a spiraling tail, appears in traditional 
carving of New Zealand’s southern Bay of Plenty and 
the Urewera region. Likewise, the greedy, menacing 
Tū-Horopunga (“The Ever Greedy One”) mentioned in 
songs, sayings and myths of Māori, is remembered in 
the Tuamotus, where he rules the ocean (Orbell 1995). 
Emory (1940:117) notes that “the Tuamotuan dialects 
are closer to the Maori than the Tahitian”, and Biggs 
(1965:378) agrees that Tuamotuan is “closely related to 
Maori, and a good deal more familiar to a Maori speaker 
than is modern Tahitian.” The Tuamotus share much 
of their nature vocabulary with New Zealand too. For 
example, mairehau for a scent plant,7 mikimiki for a small-
leaved shrub,8 ngutukao for the tiger shark (Galeocerdo 
cuvier),9 and the star name Whakāhu10 – all terms shared 
only between New Zealand and the Tuamotus.

This is consistent with the fact that more New 
Zealand place names are shared with this archipelago 
than with the Northern and Southern Cook Islands 
combined. On several southeastern atolls, the tallies 
stand out – particularly so in proportion to their small 
land area. The density of New Zealand place names on 
Rēao Atoll, for example, is comparable with that on 
Rarotonga, while the density of shared place names on 
Akiaki, Pīnaki and Vāhitahi all considerably exceed it. 

Marquesas Islands
A survey of lineages of mtDNA of Pacific rats speaks 
of at least one voyage north from the Marquesas to 
transport these to the Hawaiian Islands (Matisoo-Smith 
& Robins 2009). Evidence of post-settlement inter-
archipelago voyaging is also found in the extensive 
distribution of basalt quarried from Eiao, a tiny island 
in the northwestern corner of the Marquesas group. This 
island proved to the source of rock used for making 
adze heads on Mo‘orea (near Tahiti), Mangareva 
(Gambier Is.) (Weisler 1998), Tabuaeran (N. Line Is.) 
(Di Piazza & Pearthree 2001) and the Cook Islands 
(McAlister et al. 2013). 

One can reasonably assume from this that 
Marquesans had the capacity to reach New Zealand. 
Indeed, linguist Ray Harlow (2007:55-56) interprets 
a switch from ‘ng’ to ‘k’ in South Island Māori 
and adjacent Chatham Islands to suggest a South 
Island – Marquesan connection, most plausibly as a 
consequence of multiple settlement events in the south, 
involving the NW Marquesan islands.11

The overall number of New Zealand place names 
shared with these islands is relatively low, and this 
might suggest limited contact; however, Handy (1923) 
notes the frequency with which Marquesan place 
names were changed. In proportion to island size, the 
highest score in this archipelago was found on ‘Ua 
Huka – more than the corresponding figure for Tahiti. 

Validity of the Statistical Comparison

Descriptive names, such as ‘one loa’/ ‘one roa’ (meaning 
‘long beach’), may be applied to similar topographic 
features independently in different places; however, 
this does not preclude other associations. In English, 
the name ‘Long Beach’, for example, may be conferred 
on a long beach outside California, yet one may still be 
able to infer a cultural link from the name. Since names 
descriptive of landscape features are more likely to 
recur, the comparisons were rerun after removing those 
that occur beyond New Zealand more than once (Tables 
1 & 2); the comparative results proved to be the same. 
This supports the view that, for the purposes of the 
present comparative study, the inclusion of such names 
is unlikely to unduly influence the overall results.

Of course, the validity of cognate place names is 
dependent on their having been correctly recorded, 
and on their etymology, which is, in many cases, 
not recorded. The possibility of inaccurate cognates 
is increased by inconsistent orthography, but such 
instances are thought to be statistically insignificant.12

In view of the importance of traditional knowledge 
associated with these place names, and the identification 
of shared clusters of them, it is hoped that others will 
find the lists presented here a useful aid for studying 
the names within a fuller indigenous context.
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Discussion

Over the last century, theories about the Polynesian 
settlement of New Zealand have gone full circle. 
In 1904, Smith proposed a one-off fleet of canoes 
deliberately setting out from the Society Islands. 
Then came an assurance from Sharp (1964:52) that 
“in the days before navigation instruments deliberate 
navigation to and from distant ocean islands was 
impossible in any form of sailing or paddling craft...” 

It is becoming increasingly evident now, though, 
that deliberate two-way inter-archipelago voyaging 
was widespread at the time, a phenomenon that is 
hard to reconcile with the above. The navigational 
capabilities of East Polynesians at this time are reflected 
in (1) inter-archipelago transfer of basalt (above); (2) 
Polynesian contact with the Peru-Ecuador coastline 
to fetch sweet potato (Roullier et al. 2013); and (3) 
the contemporaneous settlement of almost all of East 
Polynesia (Wilmshurst et al. 2011; Mulrooney et al. 
2011). Consequently, a more likely scenario would 
involve news of New Zealand’s discovery making its 
way back to the tropics, spreading rapidly throughout 
Central East Polynesia, perhaps reaching the outer 
reaches of Polynesia – Easter Island and the Hawaiian 
Islands (Crowe 2012, 2013).

So, while Irwin (2012) points out that, “all the 
available evidence of artefacts, language, biology and 
tradition suggests that… the Māori homeland… consists 
of the Society Islands, the southern Cook Islands and 
the Austral Islands in French Polynesia” and Prickett 
(2001:19-20) adds “the more distant Tuamotu and 
Marquesas groups” as “possibilities”, immigrants may 
have been drawn from an even wider catchment. This is 
consistent with the results of the present survey.

Conclusion

A case has already been made (Crowe 2012) for contact 
between New Zealand and the southern “Tropic of 

Capricorn” islands of Rapa Nui and the Gambier 
Islands, and with the Hawaiian Islands (Crowe 2013). 
The results presented here confirm the importance 
also of Central East Polynesia – not only the Society, 
Southern Cook, and Austral Islands – but also the 
Tuamotus and Northern Cook Islands. 

While Best (1917) drew attention to New Zealand 
place names on Ra‘iātea and Taha‘a (Society Islands), 
the present regional survey found twice as many on 
Tahiti, with such names occurring at the highest density 
on Borabora (Porapora). In the Southern Cook Islands, 
the highest overall score was found on Rarotonga, 
and the highest density on Aitutaki. In the Northern 
Cook Islands, the density of shared place names was 
higher still. On the Austral Islands, shared names were 
found at a density comparable with the Southern Cook 
Islands; here, the island that stood out was Rapa Iti. 

This is consistent with the prevailing hypothesis 
that the ancestral origins of New Zealand Māori lie at 
least partly on islands within these three archipelagos. 
However, the high overall score for the Tuamotus 
suggests that a similarly strong role in the settlement of 
New Zealand was played by this somewhat neglected 
archipelago. On the Marquesas Islands, the overall 
score was found to be relatively low, and yet, even 
here, the density of shared names on ‘Ua Huka was 
found to be higher than on Tahiti. 

In summary, a case is made in these three articles 
that interaction across all of East Polynesia was so 
extensive at one time that the ancestors of New Zealand 
Māori are unlikely to have been drawn from a single 
island, archipelago – or even region – within it. 

The Shared Names 

Place names followed by a bullet symbol ● are those 
known to be shared with at least one other archipelago 
in addition to New Zealand. 

Andrew Crowe
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Notes 

1. For New Zealand toponyms, sources include Dollimore 
(1962), McKenzie (ed.) (1987), and LINZ (2009), 
which were checked for cognates in source languages 
using regional phoneme correspondences as represented 
orthographically in Biggs & Clark (1960s edition). 
Important sources for the Central East Polynesian region 
include D’Anglejan Chatillon (1961) for the Society 
Islands and Emory (1934, 1947) for the Tuamotus. 

2. Up to 2500 on Tongareva, for example. Roscoe (1987).
3. In around AD 1025–1120. Wilmshurst et al. (2011) and 

similar figures from Mulrooney et al. (2011).
4. Davidson (1984) proposed that the Austral Islands “may 

have been more important in the settlement of New 
Zealand than is recognized at present”, and Bollt (2008) 
described one adze from Rurutu in 2008 as “thought-
provoking in terms of a potential Austral Islands–New 
Zealand connection”. Irwin (2012) summarizes, “all the 
available evidence of artefacts, language, biology and 
tradition suggests that… the Māori homeland… consists 
of the Society Islands, the southern Cook Islands and the 
Austral Islands in French Polynesia”.

5. Shared nature vocabulary includes the term ngaio for 
Myoporum stokesii, a small coastal tree on Ra‘ivavae, 
shared for Myoporum species on New Zealand, Rapa Iti 
and Mangaia (Southern Cook Islands), but not on the 
Society Islands, where the tree is absent. 

6. See also Weisler (2008) and Kirch (2008) for response 
to challenge to Collerson & Weisler (2007) by Anderson 
(2008). 

7. On the Tuamotuan atoll of Vāhitahi as a scented fern 
(Phymatosorus grossus) and in New Zealand as a 
scented shrub (Leionema nudum; previously Phebalium 
nudum). Stimson & Marshall (1964) and Beever (1991).

8. On the Tuamotuan atolls of Ana‘a, Takaroa and Rēao, 
mikimiki refers to Pemphis acidula. In New Zealand 
Māori it refers to various small-leaved, look-alike 
shrubs growing 4–5 meters (Leucopogon fasciculatus, 
Cyathodes juniperina or Coprosma propinqua). Stimson 
& Marshall (1964) and Beever (1991).

9. Biggs & Clark (2006), with Best (1929) distinguishing 
ngutukao in New Zealand as the tiger shark. 

10. Fakāhu is recorded on the Tuamotuan atoll of Ana‘a 
simply as “the name of a star” and on various other 
atolls in the Tuamotus as a month variously identified 
as the sixth, ninth, tenth or eleventh month. (Stimson & 
Marshall 1964), while in Māori, Whakāhu refers to the 
twin stars of Pollux and Castor (Williams 1971).

11. Likewise, Green (1966) “call[s] attention to possible 
linguistic evidence from some dialects in New Zealand 
and the Chathams that may point to contact with the 
languages of the [Marquesas]”. In other respects, 
however, linguists distinguish Marquesan from 
New Zealand Māori (and Tahitian, Tuamotuan and 
Rarotongan), categorizing it as closer to the languages 
of Mangareva and Rapa Nui, inferring from this that if 
the Marquesas did play a direct role in the settlement of 
New Zealand, it was probably relatively minor. Harlow 
(1994) also finds links in the dialects of East Coast North 
Island and the Southern Cook Islands – evident also 
in South Island Māori “over the top of” a Marquesan 
influence.

12. For example, the Ava Mo‘a passes on Ra‘iātea and 
Huahine are not cognate with Awamoa, nr. Ōamaru, S. I. 
– which is, in any case, a new name. A disagreement over 
the pronunciation (and hence etymology) of Whāngārei/ 

Whangarei is also noted (Davis 1990:43; Davis et al. 
1990:21; Taonui 2006:270). In the Marquesas, the name 
“Matau” was interpreted as a variant spelling of metau 
(‘fishhook’); however, this could be challenged. 

13. Vowel length in published Marquesan vocabularies 
differs in some cases from contemporary pronunciation. 
For constituent elements of place names, I have followed 
Dordillon (1931), thus opting for ‘mouna’ over ‘moūna’, 
and ‘one’ over ‘ōne’, for example – for consistency. . 
Glottal stops are also inconsistently recorded: while 
linguist Steven Fischer gives ‘Ei ‘A‘o, Gabriele Cablitz 
points out that contemporary pronunciation for this 
island is Eiāo or ‘Eiāo.
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